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This book brings together the latest research achievements from various areas of signal processing and related disciplines in order to consolidate the existing and proposed new directions in DSP based knowledge extraction and information fusion. Within the book contributions presenting both novel algorithms and existing applications, especially those (but not restricted to) on-line processing of real world data are included.
The areas of Knowledge Extraction and Information Fusion are naturally linked and aim at detecting and estimating the signal of interest and its parameters, and further at combining measurements from multiple sensors (and associated databases if appropriate) to achieve improved accuracies and more specific inferences which cannot be achieved by using only a single signal modality. 

The subject therefore is of major interest for modern biomedical, environmental, and industrial applications to provide a state of the art and propose new techniques in order to combine heterogeneous information sources.
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The Official Damn Small Linux(R) Book: The Tiny Adaptable Linux(R) That Runs on Anything (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Damn Small Linux (DSL) started as an exercise by John Andrews to fit an entire desktop computer system into a compressed 50MB image. Within a few years, DSL grew to one of the most popular Linux systems in the world (in the Top Ten, by some accounts) without growing beyond that 50MB target.
In a world where desktop systems are...
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Reviews of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology Volume 223Springer, 2012

	The role of Reviews is to publish detailed scientific review articles on all aspects

	ofenvironmental contamination and associated toxicological consequences. Such

	articlesfacilitate the often complex task of accessing and interpreting cogent

	scientificdata within the confines of one or more closely related research fields.
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PHP Developer's Cookbook (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
PHP is an open source, server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language used to create dynamically generated Web pages. With an easy-to-use syntax and a large, extensible library of modules, PHP makes it fast and easy to create powerful data-driven Web sites for e-commerce, community portals, and other Web-based applications.
...
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Beginning CSS3Apress, 2012


	CSS3 is the latest version of Cascading Style Sheets, the language that in the hands of a skilled designer turns

	the ugly duckling of unadorned HTML into the gracious swan of a sophisticated web page. Some web designers

	will tell you dismissively that CSS3 won’t be ready for years. In one sense, they’re right. Instead of...
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PICAXE Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	WHIP UP SOME FIENDISHLY FUN PICAXE MICROCONTROLLER DEVICES


	"Ron has worked hard to explain how the PICAXE system operates through simple examples, and I'm sure his easy-to-read style will help many people progress with their PICAXE projects."


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program,...
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Experimenting with Raspberry PiApress, 2014

	Need some inspiration for your Raspberry Pi projects? Wondering how to work with Wii nunchucks, stepper motors, how to create a remote control panel? If you need guidance, Experimenting with Raspberry Pi is your own personal idea generator. Experimenting with Raspberry Pi covers how to work with various components and...
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